Role of melatonin and its receptors in the vertebrate retina.
Melatonin is a chemical signal of darkness that is produced by retinal photoreceptors and pinealocytes. In the retina, melatonin diffuses from the photoreceptors to bind to specific receptors on a variety of inner retinal neurons to modify their activity. Potential target cells for melatonin in the inner retina are amacrine cells, bipolar cells, horizontal cells, and ganglion cells. Melatonin inhibits the release of dopamine from amacrine cells and increases the light sensitivity of horizontal cells. Melatonin receptor subtypes show differential, cell-specific patterns of expression that are likely to underlie differential functional modulation of specific retinal pathways. Melatonin potentiates rod signals to ON-type bipolar cells, via activation of the melatonin MT2 (Mel1b) receptor, suggesting that melatonin modulates the function of specific retinal circuits based on the differential distribution of its receptors. The selective and differential expression of melatonin receptor subtypes in cone circuits suggest a conserved function for melatonin in enhancing transmission from rods to second-order neurons and thus promote dark adaptation.